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COVID-19:  
Global Monitoring and 
Information Services

Control Risks provides critical support to leadership in managing all aspects of an organisation’s 
response to the COVID-19 outbreak. Global and regional monitoring enables organisations to make 
informed decisions, allowing them to continue operating through this global event.

Control Risks has deep expertise in helping organisations prepare 
for, respond to and recover from epidemic and pandemic 
scenarios. We have a large team of global risk analysts monitoring 
the situation, ensuring our clients have access to reliable, 
authoritative and actionable intelligence and analysis on how 
the crisis is evolving, on government responses to it and on the 
implications for their operations and the business environment 
generally. We have many decades of experience delivering 
expertise in operational risk and in scenario-forecasting. 

We are helping clients anticipate developments and position 
themselves to navigate crisis and recovery periods successfully. 
Many of our consultants have worked on previous large-scale 
outbreaks, epidemics and pandemics. With a network of  
36 offices across the world and experience of operating in over  
170 countries, we are able to ensure a truly global approach  
and coverage for our clients.

Control Risks’ COVID-19 Global Monitoring and Information 
Services are a part of a suite of readiness, response and recovery 
solutions aimed at helping clients manage the outbreak.

About us

Control Risks is a specialist risk consultancy that helps create secure, compliant and resilient organizations. We believe that taking risks 
is essential to success, so we provide the insight and intelligence you need to realise opportunities and grow. And we ensure you are 
prepared to resolve issues and crises. From the boardroom to the remotest location, we have developed an unparalleled ability to bring 
order to chaos and reassurance to anxiety.

*   Regions are: North America; South & Central America; Europe; Russia & Central Asia; Asia-Pacific; 
Middle East North Africa; Sub-Saharan Africa.

COVID-19 Global outlook monitoring

  Global outlook for the crisis

  Scenarios and trigger monitoring

  Summary of the latest globally relevant developments. 

  Assessment of high-level long-term implications for 
national, regional or global stability. 

  Executive briefings on the global situation and outlook

Regional* COVID-19 monitoring of business disruption

  High-level analysis of regional outlook and reaction  
of companies in the region

  Summary of latest developments affecting business  
in the region

  Executive briefings on the regional outlook

  Email alerts in case of any major developments


